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M. New-man asked whether there is an absolute constant c such that every matrix 
in SL,R is the product of at most c commutators, w-here R ranges over euclidean 
commutative rings and n23. We give here a negative answer. However, if for the 
ring R every matrix in .SL,,,R is the product of a bounded number of commutators 
for some fixed m > 3. then for all sufticiently large n: every matrix in SL, R is the 
product of six commutators. ,c 1988 .Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a (commutative) principal ideal ring with 1. M. Newman [19, 
p. 45, Question (d)] asks the following question: 
Let R have the property that SL(n, R) is its own commutator 
subgroup (for example, R a euclidean ring and n > 2). Determine 
whether or not an absolute constant c exists such that every 
element of SL(n, Rj is the product of at most c commutators. 
We show here that in general the answer is “no.” Moreover we show that 
there is no bound on the number of commutators even if we restrict our- 
selves to the (euclidean) polynomial ring C[x] with complex coefficients 
and fix an arbitrary n 3 2. 
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THEOREM 1. Let F be a field of infinite trancendeme degree ocer its 
prime field (for example: F= C, the complex wmbers): fi 2 2 an integer. 
Then for eaery number c there is a matrix in the group SL,,F[x] which 
canvlot be written as the product of c commutators. 
For any commutative ring R with I we write SL,,R instead of SL(n, R) 
of [19] for the group of n x n matrices over R with determinant 1. 
In the rest of this section we discuss situations in which the number of 
commutators can be uniformly bounded. For any group If, let c(H) denote 
the smallest integer c such that every element of the commutator subgroup 
IIH: HI is the product of c commutators. Theorem 1 says that 
c(SL,,Crx]) = r, for every rz > 2. 
For fields E, Thompson [21] showed that c(GL,F) = 1 and c(SL,,F) 6 2 
for any n 2 2. Kursov [ 153 studied division rings D and proved that for 
any 11, c(GL,,D) f c(GL,D) f 1 and that c(GL,H) = 1 for L-I the quater- 
nions. He showed further that c(GL,,D) 3 2 for some division rings D [IO]. 
in [S] Cohn gives examples of division rings with c(GLID) = 1. Drax! 
[ll] studied the case of division rings finite dimensional over their centers. 
He showed that there is a function F so that c(GL,D) < F(i[D)) iT the 
index i(D) is square-free or if the center of D satisfies a certain hypothesis 
(which is satisfied for local or global fields). Related material appears in 
[20]. 
In the next theorem we will assume that R satisfies a stable range 
condition of Bass [l]. We use the notation sr(R) of [24]. By [23] we have 
[GL, R1 GL, R] c E, R for n > 1 + sr(R); hence c{GL,F) < c(E,, Rj. Here 
E, R is the subgroup of GL, R generated by elementary matrices. If r2 2 3, 
then E,, R = [E, R, E,, R] for any ring R with 1 [ ! j. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be an associative ring !i,ith 1 such that c( GL,, R) < sz 
for some m 2 max(sr(R) + 1, 3). Then 
(a) c(GL,,R)Gc(GL,,,R)+5 and c(E,,Rj~ciE,,,Rjfj.for al! u:km; 
(b) c(E,R)<c(GL,,R)+j for allna3m; 
fc) c(GL,lRj<c(E,R)< x for al! n3x(R)i 1; 
(d) c(GL,R)67 <for all n3mc(GL,R); c(E,R)f7 for a(! 
n2 3mcjGL,,R); c(E,R) <6 for all n ~Zm(c(GL,R) + 2). 
EXAMPLE 3. When R is a principal ideal ring, sr( R) < dim(R) $ I < 2 
by [I], SO [GL,R,GL,R]=E,R=[E,R,E,R] for all n>3. If 
c(GL,, R) < x for some m >, 3, then, by Theorem 2, c(GL,R) < c(SL,~R) < 
c(E,R) < x for all n > 3 and c(GL:,R) < c(SL,,R) < c(R,,R) < 6 for al! suf- 
ficiently large n. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let R be a Dedekind ring of arithmetic type (Hasse 
domain), or, more generally, a subring (with 1) of a global field. Then 
sr(R) d 2 and, using [3]: one can prove that c(SL,,R) 6 6 for sufficiently 
large n. For R = Z the results of [4] enable one to determine such an 
integer n. That result should be far from the best possible. In fact we 
conjecture that for all such rings R and all IZ > 3, c(E, R) 6 6. V. K. Murty, 
using techniques of [12, 131, has recently shown (letter to K. Dennis, 
December 2, 1985) that if the rank of the unit group is at east 4: then every 
element of SL,R is the product of six elementary matrices. In [S] it is 
shown that every element of SL,R is the product of a bounded (but 
undetermined) number of elementary matrices provided the unit group is 
infinite. Related material can be found in [6, 7, 17, 181. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let R be an associative ring with 1 such that sr(R) < 1 
(many examples of such R are collected in [25]). Theorem 2 says, in par- 
ticular, that if c( GL, R) < co, then c(E,, R) < CC for all n > 3 and c( E, R) d 6 
for large n. For commutative R this can be improved as follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a comrnutatit:e associatil;e ring with 1 such that 
sr(R) d 1. Then c(GL,,R) d c(SL.,R) = c(E,,R) d 5 for all n B 3. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For any associative ring R with 1 and any natural number n, let e,(R) 
denote the minimal number e such that every matrix in E,, R is the product 
of e elementary matrices. Recall that a matrix is elementary if it differs from 
the identity matrix 1, by at most one non-diagonal entry. We will use the 
notation a’j, where a E R, 1 d i#j< n, for such a matrix. The group in 
which this element lies will be determined by context and should lead to no 
confusion. We denote by E,, R the subgroup of GL,R generated by all 
elementary matrices. 
The formula aii= [&, I“.‘], where if k #j# i, shows that every 
elementary matrix is a commutator if n 2 3. In particular, e,(R) 2 c(.7& R) 
and the group E, R = [E,, R: E,, R] is perfect, if n 2 3. 
Let t,(R) (resp., ut,(R)) denote the minimal number t such that every 
matrix in E,R is the product of t matrices such that each of them is 
triangular, i.e., either upper triangular with 1 along the main diagonal or 
lower triangular with 1 along the diagonal, and, in the case of U,(R), the 
first matrix is upper triangular. It is clear that 
t,JR) d ut,,(R) < t,(R) + 1 <e,,(R) + 1 and t2(R) = ez(R). 
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Since every triangular matrix in E, R is the product of n(r: - 1),:‘2 elemen- 
tary matrices, e,,(R) < t,(R) n(n - 1),,‘2. 
LEMMA 7. For any associatiae ring R with 1 and an]- n > 2 lte haee 
ut,, ,(Rj G urn(R). 
Proof. We assume that the number t = ut,(Rj is finite, and we have to 
prove that z&t,, +I( Rj d t, i.e., that every matrix in E,, + 1 R is the product of t 
triangular matrices, the first of them being upper traingular. 
Consider the set X of all matrices in E,, L R which can be written in this 
form. We want to prove that X= E,,+ 1 R. 
We set Y= (gEE,+I R: gX= X>. Evidently, Y is a subgroup of E;, + ! R 
and Y contains the group U of upper triangular matrices with I along the 
diagonal. Since the group E, + 1 R is generated by CT and R’+ ‘.‘( i = 1, . . . . !? j. 
it suffices to prove that YI R’+‘*’ (then Y= E,2+i R, hence X= E,, 1 R, 
since X is not empty). 
Let x = x1 ~. X, E X, where -yj are triangular and xl E G. We want tc 
prove that $+ 1-i .X E X for any I’ in R and 1 < i < n. Without ioss of 
generality. we can assume that xj is upper triangular when j is odd and si is 
lower triangular when j is even. 
When i <n (resp., i = n) we write .xj = [ 2 y] Z~ (resp.: [A R] z~), where :‘, 
is a triangular matrix in E,R, zj is triangular, .z~ may differ from 1 n i I only 
in the last column (resp., the first row) when j is odd, and z; may differ 
from lPzii only in the last row (resp., the first column) when j is even. 
Now we collect all “E, R parts” !::I together in front of x and write 
where each z,’ is the conjugate of zj by a matrix in [“;” T] (resp., in 
[A &I), so ZJ is of the same form as zj. 
By the definition of t, we can write yii ‘.yI ‘..J’! (resp., Pn-‘~I -..;:r) as 
the product $, . .. yi with triangular 4’; in E,?R such that J.; is upper 
triangular when j is odd and lower triangular when j is even. Now we put 
new “E,, R parts” yj back in the places of yj. Each new zj is of the same 
form as the previous z; or zj. So ri+ ‘-5 E X. The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 8. If e,(R) is finite, then so is e, + ,(R). 
ProoJ: Use that 
e,j+l(R)St .+,(R)n(n+ 1)/2<~t,,+~(R)n(n+ I),2 
d ut,(R) n(n + 1):‘2 
<(t,(R)+l)n(n+1)/2<(e,,(R)+t)n(n+I),’2. 
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In the nest lemma we will assume that R satisfies the nz th stable range 
condition of Bass [ 11, which we write as sr( R) < m. 
LEMMA 9. Let R be an associative ring with 1 with sr(R) 6 m. Then for 
any n 3 m we hate 
GL, R = ULCL 
GL,R 0 
0 1,-n? 
1 i 
= L/‘L 
GL,,R 0 
0 L-m 1 CL, 
where U (resp., L) is the group of all upper (resp., lower) triangular matrices 
in E,, R with 1 along the main diagonal. 
ProoJ: When n---z = 1, the first equality was proved in [ 11. The 
general case follows easily by induction on rz -II?. The second equality 
follows by a similar argument (see the following remark j or can also be 
easily derived from the first. 
Remark 10. By using the stable range condition directly in each step 
one can choose the triangular matrices to have entries in only one row or 
column. In fact, using [24] the innermost L can be chosen to have at most 
sr(R) entries yielding 
e,,, ,(R) de,,(R) + sr(R) + 3n 
and by induction for n > n2 
en(R)Gee (n-m) sr(R)+3(n(n- i)/2-m(m- 1)/2). 
LEMMA 11. If A is the product of c commutators in GLI R, then [It y] is 
the product of c + 2 matrices from R’*‘R’.‘. 
ProojY Set U=Ri.‘=UZR and L=R’.‘=L?R. Let A=[B,,D,]... 
[B,,D,]withBi,DiinGL,R.ThenA=Bi...B,B,,,...B,,.:whereB,_j 
is similar to B,:’ in GL, R for i = 1, . . . . c. We set 
d,, = 
c 
B,...B, 
0 (B, ..p,c)-l]’ di=[B;+i ;j 
for i= 1, . . . . c. Then [” I] =d,d, ..-d,. By the Whitehead Lemma Cl], 
djE CTLUL for i> 0. Since cl, normalizes r?‘, we have d,,d, Ed,, ULUL = 
CdOLUL c U(ULUL) LC’L = ULULUL and similarly by an induction on c 
that d,,d, . . . dC is the product of c + 2 matrices from UL. 
COROLLARY 12. Let R be an associative ring with 1: and n a natural 
number, If .4 is the product of c commutators in GL,, R, then [{ 19.1 is the 
product of (2c + 4) n’ elementary matrices in E,,, R. 
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Proof: Apply Lemma Ii to the ring :M,,R o/ II x n matrices ocer R. 
instead qf R. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. We gave a proof for Corollary 8 
above, because we want to use a result of [22] which uses the corollary 
without proof. More precisely, our Corollary 8 is stated in as Lemma i.! 
(R. K. Dennis). But the “sketch of proof’ in [22, p. 35i] contains the 
statement that .t,( R) > t, + 1(R) \% rh en 12 3 3, and we cannot prove this 
statement. 
Assume now that R = F[x] and m 2 2 are as in Theorem 1. Since R is 
euclidean, SL, R = E, R for all nz. By [22], e,(R) = ,sr, for all m 2 2. By 
Lemma9 with n=h (using that sr(R)<dim(R)+l<2 by [l]) and 
Corollary 12: 
e,,(R)< (2c(SL,,R)+4) m2+4(2m(2m- 1);2). 
Since e,,,(R) = X, we obtain that c(SL,Rj = x as well. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREX 5 
In [22] it is claimed without proof that every upper tringular matrix is 
the product of three commutators. The next lemma gives a strengthening of 
this resuit. 
LEMMA 13. For any associatice ring R with 1 and any integer n > 3: 
ecerJ triangular matrix in E,, R is the product of tx:o commutators in E,, R. 
ProoJ: The cases of upper and lower triangular matrices are similar, so 
let ;4 = (-4i.j) be upper triangular, that is. A,.i=@ for i>j and A;.;= 1 for 
i= 1, . . . . n. 
If V is upper triangular with Vi.;, 1 = 1 for i= 1, . . . . n - 1: then we will 
show that V is conjugate in E, R to the Jordan matrix J. This is the matrix 
which has 1 on the diagonal and the line above the diagonal (which we will 
refer to as the superdiagonal) and 0 elsewhere. If now Ai.i+! = 0 for 
i= 1, . . . . n- 1, then JA is similar to J, say MJAM-’ =J. and hence 
A = J- ‘ndP ‘JM is a commutator. 
We show that V is similar to J by an upper triangular matrix T. The 
equation Tf = VT yields the following equations in the entries for I - k 2 2: 
T k./- 1 - T/c+,.!+ c vk.k+iTk-i.L. 
2<i 
These can be solved by induction on d= i-k 2 2, choosing T1.! id 
arbitrarily, with the other entries uniqely determined by the equations 
given above. 
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If A2i,2i+l =AZi,2i+2=AZi--1,Zi+l= 0 for all i: then the conjugate of A by 
the permutation matrix with permutation (2, 3)(6, 7) ... is an upper 
triangular matrix and its superdiagonal is zero. Thus, this conjugate of A 
and hence A itself is a commutator in E,,R. 
In the general case, we write A = BC with B2++ I = A2i,2i+ 1, BZi,2i+ 2 = 
A2i,2i+2- A2i,2i+lA2i+l,2i+2, B2i--,2i+l=A2i--2j+I, Bi,i = 1, and 
B. 2r + 1,2i + 2 = 0, B upper trkmgular. Then C,i,zi + 1 =’ C2i,2i + 2 = C2i- I,zi + 1 = 0 
and C is upper triangular, so C is a commutator, as observed above. It 
thus suffices to choose B to be a commutator. 
The matrix B is upper triangular and can be written in block form with 
all blocks (except the last column in the case of odd n) of size 2 by 2: 
‘B= where bi= BZi- 1.2i+ 1 0 . . . B2i,2; + 1 1 B2i.2i+2 ’ . . . 
and Z= l2 for i= 1, . . . . [(n-2)/2] with k= [(n- 1)/2] (when n=2k+ 1 is 
odd, the second column of bk is absent, so bk is a 2 by 1 matrix and the last 
Z on the diagonal of B is 1). Let d= [ !r :] in E, R. Then d- 1, and 
d-’ - 1, are both in E, R. Let D be a block diagonal matrix with alter- 
nating entries 1, and d along the diagonal chosen so that the kth block is d 
(when n is odd the last “block” of D is 1). 
For an appropriate matrix B’ of the same form as B, the matrix B” = 
[D, B’] has the same entries on the diagonal and below as B, as well as the 
same superdiagonal b 1, . ..? 6,. We have A = BC = B”C”, where C” has zeros 
at the positions (2i, 2i+ 1): (2i, 2i+ 2), and (2i- 1, 2i + 1). Thus, A is the 
product of two commutators, B” and C” in E,R. 
COROLLARY 14. Under the conditions of Lemma 13, if a matrix A is the 
product oft > 1 triangular matrices, then A is the product of 3 + [t/2] com- 
mutators. In particular, c( E,, R) < 3 + [ t,( R)/2]. 
ProoJ First note that in any expression: the orders of two elements 
may be exchanged at the cost of introducing an extra commutator. 
Further, as conjugation of an entire expression does not change the num- 
ber of commutators required to express it, we may assume that t is even. 
We may as well assume A= LI,L,UzL2.... Then A=c,U,(C’,L,) L2... 
and by an induction we have A = cl c2 . . . c, U’L’, where s = [t/2] - 1. The 
result now follows from Lemma 13. 
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6. By [ I], u~~[R] d 4. 
By Lemma 7, M,(R) d 4 for all n. Corollary 14 yields c( E,,R) 6 
3 + [t,(R)!!21 d 3 + [ut,(R),/2] 6 3 + 2 = 5. Theorem 6 is proved. 
Remark 15. Let R be any ring which is not 0, The matrix [ Py A] can 
be expressed as the product of no fewer than three elementary matrices. If 
u # 1 is a unit with inverse u, then the matrix [; E] can be expressed as the 
product of no fewer than four elementary matrices. Thus U,,(R) > 3 for all 
non-trivial rings R. If GL, R # 1, then ut,(R)>4. If R is the field with two 
elements or more generally any Boolean ring (i.e., r2 = r for all r E R), then 
m,(R) = 3 for all n > 2. Conversely, if t&,(R) = 3 and R is commutative, it is 
easy to see that R is Boolean. Boolean rings may we!1 be the only rings 
with this property. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The following two statements are due to Harpe and Skandalis [14]. 
LEMMA 16. Let R be an associatil;e ring with 1, k a natural number, and 
r!, . . . . rk E GL, R. Assume that rI . . . rk = 1. Let A be the diagonal matrix i-n 
GL, R with the diagonal entries r 1, . . . . rk. Then A is a commutator in GL, R. 
Proof: Set si = rl .. . ri for i = 1, . . . . k. Let B and C be the diagonal 
matrices in GL,R with the diagonal entries s,, . . . . sk and 1, sr, . . . . sk- rr 
respectively. Since sk = 1, the matrices B and C are similar (in fact. 
conjugate by a permutation matrix). So A = Cm ‘B is a commutator. 
COROLLARY 17. Let R and k be as in Lemma 16, ai, biE GL, R. 
r = [a,, b,] ... [a,, bk], and B the diagonal matrix [; :P,] E GL,R. Then B 
is the product of two commutators. 
Proof: Let C be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries [a,, ilk]: 
[a,- i, b,- 1]: . . . . [a,, b,]. Clearly C is a commutator in GL, R. On the 
other hand, A = BC-’ is a diagonal matrix, and its diagonal entries arc 
rl = [a;, b,] ... [a,-!, bk--ll, r,=[a,_,,b,-,]-‘,... :rk=[a,,bi]-‘. 
Since the product rI . . . rk of these entries is 1, A is a commutator by 
Lemma 16. Thus, B = AC is the product of two commutators. 
LEMMA 18. Under the conditions of Lemma 16, A E (L,R)(LrkR)(LkR) 
( Uk R), where L, R (resp., U,Rj denotes the group of lower (respp., upper) 
triangular matrices. 
Proof. Multiplying A from the left by a lower triangular matrix B 
we can replace each 0 on the line below the diagonal (subdiagonai) 
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by a 1. Next multiply BA on the left by an upper triangular matrix C 
to replace the diagonal entries I~, . . . . rk by 1, 1 + (1 -I,) I-~, .. . . 
l+(1-r,...r,-2)~k-r, l+(l-~,...r,_,)r,=r,. The zeros on the 
superdiagonal have been replaced by (1 - r1 ) r2, . . . . (1 - P, . . rk- r ) I’~ = 
rk- 1. Now it is clear that CBAE (L,R)(U,R), yielding the assertion. 
COROLLARY 19. Let R be an associatit’e ring with 1, and nz and t natural 
numbers. If a,, . . . . a, E (U, R)(L, R), then 
a, . ..a. 0 
0 lm-/?z 1 = BE (L,,R)(U,,R)(L,,,R)(~~~,R). 
Proof: Let A be the block diagonal matrix in GL,, R with the diagonal 
entries a,: a,- r, . . . . a,. By Lemma 18, BA-’ E LIJLU, where L = 
L,M,Rc L,-,R, U= U,L,,Rc U,,R. Thus BcLLI’LUA= LUALUC 
LU( UL) LU= LLJLFz since A normalizes both U and L and A E UL. 
THEOREM 20. Let R be an associatise ring with 1 such that t,,,(R) < x 
for some m > 2. Then 
(a) t,,(R) d m,,(R) < m jbr all n > sr(R) + 1; 
(b) m,,(R) < 6 for all n 2 min(m[(ut,,(R) + 1)/2]), wkere the 
minimum is taken orer all m > sr( R) + 1. 
Pt-ooj (a) In the case IZ 3 in, by Lemma 7, t,(R) 6 m,(R) <m,(R) < 
t,,(R) + 1 < ZG. Now let R” be the direct product of countably many copies 
of R. Then sr(R” ) = sr(R). For any k 3 sr(R) + 1, the condition tk( R) < x 
is equivalent to the homomorphism K,(R* ) -+ (K, R)” being an 
isomorphism. Since the condition holds for all sufficiently large k, it holds 
for all k > sr(R) + 1. 
(b) Let m>sr(R)+l. Set t=[(ut,,(R)+1)/2]. We want to prove 
that m,(R) d 6 for all n 3 mt. By Lemma 7, we can assume that n = mt. 
Let A E GL,R. By Lemma 9, A E L’L[: ,,“,I UL, where (i= C,, R and 
L = L,R. By Corollary 19 the middle term lies in LULL:. Hence 
A E UL(Lc’LC’) I/‘L = ULULUL. 
Now we are prepared to prove Theorem 2. We will use that 
when n>sr(R)+ 1 and that E,R= [E,R, E,,R] when na3 (see [l, 231). 
To prove (a) we take an arbitrary matrix A in GL,R, n 3 m. By 
Lemma 9, we write A as the product of four triangular matrices and a 
matrix B’ of the form [t ,,o, ] with B in GL, R. Clearly, B’ is the product 
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of c(GL,,,R) commutators. By Corollary 14, the product of four triangular 
matrices is the product of five commutators. So A is the product of 
5 + c(GL, R) commutators. If A E E, R, then BE E,,R, and we can write B 
as the product of c(E,,R) commutators in E,, R. So A is the product of 
5 + c(E,~~ R) commutators in E, R. Thus Theorem 2(a) is proved. 
To prove (bj, we proceed as above and write B= [Ci: D1] . . . CC,, Ok] 
with k = c(GL,, R) and Ci, Di in GL, R. We set 
By the Whitehead Lemma [l], Pi. Qi~ E,R. So B’= [f iwy,] = 
[P,, Q,] ... [PkF Qk] is the product of k commutators in E,R. Thus, ,4 is 
the product of 5 + k = 5 $ c(GL, R) commutators in E, R. Theorem 2(b) is 
proved. 
To prove (c) note the condition c(GL,Rj < x for some in > sr(R) + 1 
implies via Lemmas 9 and 11 that tzn,( R j < X. Then by Theorem 20(a), 
t,,(R)< x. for all nz>sr(Rj+ 1. By Corollary 14, c(GL,,Rj < x fx al! 
IX >max(3, sr(Rj + 1 j. 
To prove (d), we proceed as in the proof (b) above. When 12 3 zk, the 
matrix B’ is the product of two commutators in GL,,R by Corollary I7, So 
A is the product of 5 + 2 = 7 commutators. 
When H 2 3mk, we use that B” = [t r,,yO,] E GL,,k R is the product of 
two commutators in GL,, R to see that B’ = [t :,,“,:] E GL,R is the 
product of two commutators in E,,R. 
By Lemma 11, [: !,,oV] = C is the product of k + 2 matrices in 
(, Ein, R)(L,,, R). By Corollary 19, [g L2m,‘-11] is the product of two matrices 
in (Lzmik+?,R)( Uzm(ki 21R). So our matrix is the product of two matrices 
in (L, Ri(Cr,, R) provided tz > 2m(k + 2). Therefore the original matrix 
A E cTL(L&,‘LC) CL = ULC’LL’L and by Corollary 14: A is the product of 
six commutators. 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
Remark 21. It follows from Corollary 17 that c(GLRj G2 for any 
associative ring R with 1, where GLR = l&GL,R Cl]. In another paper 
[lo] we show that in fact every matrix in ER = [GLR, GLR] is the 
product of a commutator in ER and a (finite) even permutation matrix 
(which is the commutator of even permutation matrices contained in ERj. 
Remark 22. By an analogue of Lemma 18 it follows that every element 
of ER is the product of four triangular matrices with the first being upper 
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triangular. Thus z&,(R) 6 4 for any ring R. A remark in [22, p. 35X] also 
makes this assertion. 
Remark 23. Wood [26] showed that c(G) = x for the universal cover- 
ing G of the Lie group SL, R. A. Bore1 (unpublished) observed that this can 
be generalized to any infinite covering of any simple Lie group. 
Remark 24. There are several papers in which c(GL, R) is investigated 
for R rings of operators. The question which appears to be of most interest 
is determining whether or not this number is 1. For example, it is claimed 
in [2] that c(GL, R)<24 when R is the ring of compact operators on a 
complex Hilbert space. Our results are not directly applicable to rings R 
without 1, but we hope that our methods can be extended to improve this 
result. 
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